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Age, Vocabulary Size, and Individual Trajectory Influence Early Predictions of Language Outcomes. 
Erin Smolak 

Advisor: Margaret Friend, Ph.D. 
 

Early foundational language skills such as vocabulary size are building blocks for later linguistic and cognitive 
development. Difficulties in foundational skills impact each future step in the language acquisition process, and children with 
language delay exhibit substantial cognitive and emotional/behavioral difficulties throughout time. Early screening measures 
of language ability are therefore imperative. Most attempts at prediction have utilized static measures of early productive 
vocabulary size, as assessed by parent report. However, variability in language trajectories has hampered the identification of 
children at greatest risk using this method. In keeping with a more dynamic assessment framework, the current research 
employs multiple measures and testing epochs to predict future language skill. Receptive and expressive vocabulary size were 
measured at 16 and 23 months of age in a sample of 58 English-speaking monolingual children. The primary outcome at 30 
months was language complexity obtained from a spontaneous language sample. Findings emphasize the importance of 
timing and variability in predicting language outcomes. 
 

Grammatical aspect and event perception in Russian-English bilinguals 
Irina Potapova 

Advisor: Sonja Pruitt-Lord, Ph.D. 
 

Contributing to a growing body of research addressing the relationship between language and cognition, the present set 
of studies investigated grammatical aspect and event perception. Grammatical aspect signifies an event’s degree of 
completion (complete vs. incomplete), a distinction that must be made in some languages, including Russian, and not in 
others, including English. It was predicted that, in alignment with the obligatory aspect marking in Russian, Russian-English 
bilinguals would attend to completion-relevant information more frequently than English monolinguals.   

In Study 1, Russian-English bilinguals (n = 38) and English monolinguals (n = 43) viewed pairs of images representing 
past events that were either complete (e.g., someone eating an entire bowl of cereal) or incomplete (e.g., someone eating 
half a bowl of cereal) and were prompted to describe each event. As predicted, the bilingual participants were significantly 
more likely to provide explicit information about degree of event completion (e.g., “He ate the entire bowl of cereal,” “He 
ate some cereal,” etc.) than the monolingual participants, who provided ambiguous descriptions (e.g., “He ate cereal”). We 
tested whether these patterns extended to a non-linguistic task in Study 2, in which Russian-English bilinguals (n = 34) and 
English monolinguals (n = 33) were instructed to make similarity judgments between a target event and two event options.  
One event option matched the target event in agent but not degree of completion (“person foil”); the other matched in 
degree of completion but not agent (“completion match”). Again, significant differences between the participant groups 
were found—while English monolinguals selected the person foil as the preferable match, Russian-English bilinguals were 
more likely to choose the completion match. Taken together, these findings support our hypothesis: experience with 
obligatory grammatical aspect was associated with greater sensitivity to degree of completion information. 
 

Redesigning the Alphabet with Color 
Matthew Erhart 

Advisor: Jeanne Townsend, Ph.D. 
 

Successful reading is limited by visual crowding, which is a difficulty identifying objects in clutter. Visual crowding is 
enhanced in some populations, such as dyslexia, and when letters are presented parafoveally or near visually similar letters. 
Visual crowding can be reduced by increasing the perceptual differences of confusable or adjacent objects. We created a font 
that assigns a unique color to each letter such that letters with high confusability or high bigram frequencies are assigned very 
different colors. We then investigated the effects this font has on crowded letter identification. In the experiment, subjects 
first read aloud each letter’s color three times to familiarize them with the color-letter pairings and to confirm normal color 
vision. On each trial of the letter identification task, undergraduate students typed the middle character in three-character 
trigrams which were presented to the left and right parafovea. We tested 44 lowercase trigrams that included unique yet 
highly confusable letters, such as pqg, in 2 color font blocks and 2 black text blocks that alternated within subject and were 
counterbalanced across subjects. Incorrect trials within a block were repeated at random trial locations to facilitate learning 
effects. Our results showed that, over the course of the approximately 45 minute session, letter identification accuracy 
improved more quickly for letters presented in the color font than letters presented in black. This finding demonstrates that 
learning these color-letter pairings can improve letter identification ability, even in adults with college level reading skills. 
Individuals with known letter identification difficulties, such as those with dyslexia, may benefit more from this perceptually 
optimized font. 



 

Egocentric and Allocentric Mental Rotation in Sign Language Users  
Christopher Brozdowski 

Advisor: Karen Emmorey, Ph.D. 
 

 
Spatial descriptions in American Sign Language (ASL) involve a unique challenge with respect to perspective-taking. For 

example, a signer may produce two handshapes representing classes of objects (classifiers) on her right and left, indicating 
the relative position of these objects. When directly facing the signer, the comprehender must transform this production 180° 
to understand which object is on the right vs. left. Previous research has suggested this linguistic transformation may draw on 
mental rotation and imagery processes (Emmorey, Kosslyn, & Bellugi, 1993; Emmorey, Klima & Hickok, 1998; Keener & 
Gathercole, 2007). The specific nature of this transformation is unknown; this linguistic process could be supported by 
allocentric mental rotation (i.e. rotation with an external frame of reference as tapped by standard Shepard-Metzler tasks), 
egocentric mental rotation (imagined self-displacement or perspective-taking) or more “instantaneous” mental imagery that 
does not involve rotation of objects or of the self. All of these possibilities are tied to one’s ability to project or generate a 
mental image.  

We presented 29 deaf signers and 21 hearing nonsigners with an image generation test, a 3D allocentric mental rotation 
task (with subtests that required rotation about the Z- and Y-axis), an egocentric mental rotation task, as well as measures of 
spatial language ability. A spatial narrative comprehension test was administered in both ASL and English to the respective 
groups with questions from a route (path through the environment) or survey (bird’s eye view) perspective. Signers were 
also given a newly designed test to specifically examine comprehension of perspective-dependent ASL classifier expressions, 
the ASL Spatial Perspective Comprehension Test (ASPCT).   

In contrast to previous findings, signers did not outperform non-signers on these mental rotation and imagery tasks. This 
may be due to task differences; while previous studies used time-sensitive responses, the current study had no timeouts. We 
observed different patterns of correlations across speakers and signers between allocentric mental rotation and image 
generation tasks and the language measures (no significant correlations were found for the egocentric mental rotation task 
for either group). Nonsigners showed an association between speed of mental rotation and accuracy on route questions, 
whereas signers showed an association between mental rotation and survey questions. The different patterns may reflect 
different cognitive demands for comprehending route vs. survey perspectives in English vs. ASL. In addition, speakers 
demonstrated an association between speed of image generation and accuracy on route and survey questions, whereas 
signers demonstrated an association between speed of image generation and response times in the ASL Spatial Perspective 
Comprehension Test.  

Broadly speaking, mental rotation is mentally moving an object or yourself through space; in contrast, image generation 
only involves the creation of mental image and is subjectively instantaneous. The finding of a link between ASL classifier 
comprehension and image generation supports the subjective intuition that signers “instantly know” how to interpret a 
perspective-dependent description rather than experiencing an analog spatial transformation of the scene (Emmorey et al. 
1998). Only when placed in the context of a broader survey narrative does comprehension of ASL classifier constructions 
seem to recruit processes associated with allocentric mental rotation. 


